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Words from management

Grow with purpose - The

Young Researcher of the Year

applicants for teaching positions and

Foundation of Viktor Rydberg

award. The latter led to VRGO

positive internal evaluations, where

Schools now has seven schools. We

having two students who joined the

students convincingly say that they

work together to achieve our goal

Swedish Young Research Team.

can recommend their school. Our

of being a leader in Swedish school
development in all aspects. We are
not only growing in size, but also
in capacity. Important aspects of
building our collective strength
are effective and meaningful
professional development, more
global partners, a continual
commitment to quality and a new
school building in Sundbyberg.
Our strategic goal is to create
innovative learning environments

Louise Ankarcrona & Louise Westerberg, Founders

Kristy Hager-Lundström, Director of Schools

in our schools. An important part of
this is continuing education for our
teachers. For example, instructional
design is used to create blended

This year marks 25 years since the

During the year, the premises for

to the Swedish Schools Inspectorate

first Viktor Rydberg school was

VR Campus Sundbyberg were

for permission to open a school in

opened. We wanted to create a

completed, which from autumn

Fisksätra. This school will serve

school where education in art and

2019 will hold middle school and

students, ages 6 - 16 years. We

science came together and where

high school. Skandiafastigheter,

look forward to working with

students were given opportunities

which owns the premises, has

students from their very first day

to fully develop.

adapted them so that when they

of school. An agreement has been

are fully developed, they will

signed with Stena Real Estate and

Our school was one of the first

accommodate nearly 1100 students

architect Thomas Sandell has been

independent schools established

in 2021. The premises are much

commissioned to redesign the

after the government allowed other

appreciated by students and

existing school, which is close to

organizations beyond municipalities

teachers.

nature and beautifully situated by
the sea with proximity to places for

to run a school. From the idea

sports and activities.

of providing

a high-quality high

Looking ahead, the strained

school for a local community, our

economy of the municipalities is

ambitions have grown to offer the

a major concern, as is the case for

Our vision is still the same, to lead

best quality schools to many more.

every organization working in

the development in Swedish school

From the first year’s 104 pupils, the

schools and other publicly funded

and to be a pioneer in all areas of

number has now grown to over

activities.

the school.

Stockholm area. The schools have

The foundation is taking a major

Louise Ankarcrona &

grown at a slow pace, with care and

step in the fall of 2021. We are now

Louise Westerberg

careful planning to ensure quality.

submitting an application

Founders

3200 pupils in seven schools in the

learning environments, driven by
appropriate technology, to better
adapt the learning to each student’s
needs. We are also in the middle of
the second phase of an ambitious
professional learning program based
on research in neuroscience and
educational psychology, and on best
practices from around the world.

It is not just the students who get
noticed outside the school. Two of
the VR teachers won prestigious
awards at the Teacher Gala 2018
for this year’s Newcomer and Most
Engaged.

During the year, students and
teachers participated in study
visits, exchanges and partnerships
all over the world. Through
Model European Parliament,
MEP Europe and MEP Baltic Sea
Region, students from VRG schools
have participated in simulated
parliamentary sessions in Toledo,
Paris and Koblenz. Many teachers
traveled on professional learning
trips to Amsterdam to look at
creative learning, to Hong Kong
to study other ideas about learning

philosophy of together we achieve

more lifts all our activities. VRGO
was especially noted when school

management and the student union
received the Teamwork of the
Year award from The Stockholm
Federation of Student Unions.
This year’s musical Jekyll and

Hyde, produced by VR teachers
and students from all three

VRG schools, took place at the
Maximteatern in January. The show
featured work at the highest artistic
level in music and theater. This
year’s show received a two-page
spread in our national newspaper,
Dagens Nyheter. The production
was so popular that two additional
performances were added to meet
the demand for tickets.

and working methods, to England

To achieve our goals, we follow

to study how we can lift literary

our founders’ vision, employ careful

studies and to Italy to practice

follow-up, courage, good humor,

screenwriting. VRSD further

a lot of energy and strong leadership

developed cooperation with a

at every level. VR Schools is proud

When VR students have the

school in Vietnam, which resulted

of its school leadership team that

opportunity to share their

in a student exchange in both

manages and develops with a focus

knowledge outside the school,

Vietnam and Sweden. Other study

they stand out. Students from the

trips and student exchanges with

of everyone can.

VRS schools won several awards,

schools in Japan, France, Hawaii,

including the first prize for robot

Germany, Tanzania, and others

maneuvers in the First Lego League

continue to offer cultural exchange

competition; a theater student in

opportunities for students.

Year 2 from VRGJ won second
place at the World Championship
of Performing Arts in California,
USA; students from the VRG
schools won 1st and 2nd place at
this year’s Young Business and

Innovation and growth
characterized the school year
2018-19, thanks to our dedicated
staff, ambitious students and
supportive parents.

VR schools are known for their
high quality in education and
for their focus on the individual

Kristy Hager-Lundström

student’s development. Evidence of

Director of Schools

this is high admission rates, many

VRG Djursholm
Principal: Amanda Hurst
First year of activity: 1994
Programs:
Natural science program
Social science program
Business studies program
Number of students: 530 from
18 municipalities
Leadership team (FLR):
Isabella Stern assistant principal
Amanda Hurst principal

Kara Barker-Åström assistant principal

STUDENT SURVEY 2018/2019
Indicator

Result

Unit

The study environment
is positive

4,06

1-5*

My teachers are
knowledgeable
within their subjects

4,25

1-5*

There is a positive
atmosphere at school

4,12

I can recommend my
school to others

8,06

1-5*
0-10**

*Choosing 1 means that the respondent does
not agree with the statement at all, and choosing
5 means that he or she agrees entirely.
**Choosing 0 means that the respondent does
not agree with the statement at all, and choosing
10 means that he or she agrees entirely.

APPLICANTS, ADMISSION AND FINAL POINTS
First choice applicants
per place

Admission points
(median)
Maximum = 340

Final points
(average)
Maximum = 20

Issued final grades

Natural science program

1,60

Social science program, behavioral spec.

1,29

Business studies program

1,40

Natural science program

323

Social science program, behavioral spec.

338

Business studies program

315

Natural science program

16,9

Social science program

17,0

Business studies program

17,3

Final grades can be issued up to one year following date of graduation

97 %

VRG Odenplan
Principal: Christina Nyström
First year of activity: 1998
Programs:
Natural science program
Social science program
Business studies program
Number of students: 615 from
30 municipalities
Leadership team (FLR):
Stina Afsenius assistant principal
Christina Nyström principal

Warren Russell assistant principal

STUDENT SURVEY 2019
Indicator

Result

Unit

The study environment
is positive

4,49

1-5*

My teachers are
knowledgeable
within their subjects

4,52

1-5*

There is a positive
atmosphere at school

4,55

1-5*

I can recommend my
school to others

8,15

0-10**

APPLICANTS, ADMISSION AND FINAL POINTS
First choice applicants
per place

Admission points
(median)
Maximum = 340

Final points
(average)
Maximum = 20

Issued final grades

Natural science program

1,74

Social science program

1,91

Business studies program

1,44

Natural science program

336

Social science program

330

Business studies program

320

Natural science program

18,2

Social science program

17,7

Business studies program

17,3

Final grades can be issued up to one year following date of graduation

98 %

*Choosing 1 means that the respondent does
not agree with the statement at all, and choosing
5 means that he or she agrees entirely.
**Choosing 0 means that the respondent does
not agree with the statement at all, and choosing
10 means that he or she agrees entirely.

VRG Jarlaplan
Principal: Anna-Karin Sundmark
First year of activity: 2003
Programs:
Arts program
Business studies program
Social science program
Number of students: 537 from
30 municipalities
Leadership team (FLR):
Marie Öström assistant principal

Anna-Karin Sundmark principal

Jakob Lindgren, assistant principal

APPLICANTS, ADMISSION AND FINAL POINTS
First choice applicants
per place

STUDENT SURVEY 2018/2019
Indicator

Result

Unit

The study environment
is positive

4,08

1-5*

My teachers are
knowledgeable
within their subjects

4,46

1-5*

There is a positive
atmosphere at school

4,10

1-5*

I can recommend my
school to others

7,64

0-10**

Admission points
(median)
Maximum = 340

*Choosing 1 means that the respondent does
not agree with the statement at all, and choosing
5 means that he or she agrees entirely.
**Choosing 0 means that the respondent does
not agree with the statement at all, and choosing
10 means that he or she agrees entirely.

Arts program, maximum
number of points = 340+320
admission test = 660

Final points
(average)
Maximum = 20

Issued final grades

Arts program, art spec.

1,28

Arts program, dance spec.

1,56

Arts program, music spec.

2,25

Arts program, theater spec.

1,33

Business studies program

1,16

Social science program

1,15

Arts program, art spec.

594

Arts program, dance spec.

623

Arts program, music spec.

643

Arts program, theater spec.

604

Business studies program

320

Social science program

320

Arts program

17,0

Business studies program

16,7

Social science program

16,4

Final grades can be issued up to one year following date of graduation

91 %

Viktor Rydbergs
samskola Djursholm
Principal: Lotta Nordgren
First year of activity: 2004
Type of school: Secondary school,
grades 7-9
Number of students: 568 from
8 municipalities
Leadership team (FLR):
Frida Stavrén assistant principal
Lotta Nordgren principal

Jakob Englund assistant principal

FINAL POINTS
Final points grade 9
(median)

279,9

Maximum = 340

STUDENT SURVEY 2019
Indicator

Result

Unit

The study environment
is positive

3,82

1-5*

My teachers are
knowledgeable
within their subjects

3,98

1-5*

There is a positive
atmosphere at school

3,97

1-5*

I can recommend my
school to others

7,75

0-10**

*Choosing 1 means that the respondent does
not agree with the statement at all, and choosing
5 means that he or she agrees entirely.
**Choosing 0 means that the respondent does
not agree with the statement at all, and choosing
10 means that he or she agrees entirely.

Viktor Rydbergs
skola Vasastan
Principal: Ingela Spets
First year of activity: 2014
Type of school: Secondary school,
grades 7-9
Number of students: 384 from
16 municipalities
Leadership team (FLR):
Monica Ekman assistant principal
Ingela Spets principal
FINAL POINTS
Final points grade 9
(median)
Maximum = 340

STUDENT SURVEY 2018/2019
Indicator

Result

Unit

The study environment
is positive

3,87

1-5*

My teachers are
knowledgeable
within their subjects

4,26

1-5*

There is a positive
atmosphere at school

3,98

1-5*

I can recommend my
school to others

7,24

0-10**

*Choosing 1 means that the respondent does
not agree with the statement at all, and choosing
5 means that he or she agrees entirely.
**Choosing 0 means that the respondent does
not agree with the statement at all, and choosing
10 means that he or she agrees entirely.

276,0

Viktor Rydbergs
skola Sundbyberg
Principal: Lisa Dahlberg
First year of activity: 2017
Type of school: Secondary school,
grades 7-9
Number of students: 308 from
9 municipalities
Leadership team (FLR):
David Elfsberg assistant principal
Lisa Dahlberg principal

Charlotte Sandborgh assistant principal

STUDENT SURVEY 2018/2019
Indicator

Result

Unit

The study environment
is positive

3,43

1-5*

My teachers are
knowledgeable
within their subjects

4,04

1-5*

There is a positive
atmosphere at school

3,63

1-5*

I can recommend my
school to others

6,82

0-10**

*Choosing 1 means that the respondent does
not agree with the statement at all, and choosing
5 means that he or she agrees entirely.
**Choosing 0 means that the respondent does
not agree with the statement at all, and choosing
10 means that he or she agrees entirely.

”What I like the most about VRGD is that
all the teachers are very interested in their

Student quotes

students’ lives. The teachers are also very
understanding, they understand you and are
very good at creating a high level of comfort
in the classroom. It is also very interesting
to achieve a deeper understanding in all
subjects.”
Adriana Palomino

Ludvig Holm

Adriana Palomino
VRG Djursholm grade 2

”Attending the Music Profile program is a lot
of fun because you’re in class with others who
have the same interests as you. There is also a

”The best thing about VRG is that it is so

music studio where we sometimes play music

much more than just a school. It is also a

together.”

meeting place for some of the country’s most

Agnes Skantze

driven and ambitious students and it leads

VRS Djursholm grade 8

to something new, unexpected and exciting

Agnes Skantze

every day. You never have a boring day.”
Ludvig Holm

”I have learned a lot about how to treat other

VRG Odenplan grade 2

people. We have had activities that help us
get to know each other better. We get to
know each other even more when we mix

”I chose to start at VRG because they teach

up the classes every year. There are a lot of

math and biology in English. This is very

collaborative exercises and group work. You

good if you continue your education in other
countries. You have more opportunities than

get new teachers and new classmates every

Samir Sharif

year.”

if it is only in Swedish.”

Alice Velden

Samir Sharif

VRS Sundbyberg grade 8

VRG Sundbyberg grade 1

Alice Velden

”Something that I think is unique for our
”The best thing about VRG Jarlaplan is that

school is that we learn how to plan, structure

you can be creative, I also like the teachers. I

and do our work in the best way. The lessons

like my art teacher very much and I like the

are designed in a creative and productive way

block schedule because you get more done

so that we as students can be better at solving

and can concentrate more. I have learned

different kinds of problems and at working

that the grades are not the only thing that

with our classmates. I know this is something

is important but it is also important to have

that I will be able to use in the future and that

fun.”

it will help me throughout my life.”

Sophie Kjessler

Leah Behaya

VRG Jarlaplan årskurs 1

Sophie Kjessler

Leah Behaya

VRS Vasastan grade 8

The Viktor Rydberg Schools Foundation

Back row FLR Nils Andersson, Stefan Persson, Thomas Hvid, Fredrik Palmstierna
Front row FLR Sofia Bendz, Louise Westerberg - Chairman, Louise Ankarcrona, Fanny Falkenberg

VISION AND MISSION STATEMENT
The Vision of the Foundation: To lead the development in Swedish schools and to contribute to the improvement

of quality in Swedish schools on the whole. The foundations schools shall be forerunners in all aspect of schooling.
Mission statement VRG: With

focus on the individual, and from a holistic perspective, to offer education

of high academic quality and with artistic creativity, that prepares the students for future studies and work
both in Sweden and abroad.
Mission statement VRS: With

the student in focus, to convey knowledge with teaching that is based on

student prerequisites and helps students develop their social and creative capabilities and to form a stable
foundation for high school level studies.

THE VIKTOR RYDBERG SCHOOLS FOUNDATION
Annual figures

Foundation’s revenues

2018/2019
(1 000 SEK)

281 419

Staff costs

-175 645

Other costs

-99 364

Result

6 410

